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TILL SUN09APR
JOY & DISSENT: A FESTIVAL OF CULTURAL ACTIVISM
@ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
What does joyousness look like as a political performance strategy? Can
joy or beauty be radical forms of protest? Or should resistance by its very
nature be painful? Come and MEGA-LOL in the face of adversity or simply
sob-chuckle into your laps. Let us bask in the light, plight and darkness of
these incredible artists as they attempt to illuminate and embolden us.
Curated by Hackney Showroom Artistic Director Sam Curtis Lindsay and
Associate Artist Malik Nashad Sharpe, JOY & DISSENT is an exuberant festival
of live performance across dance, comedy, drag, spoken word, live art,
physical theatre & workshops.
SAT01APR
JOY AND DISSENT: OOZING GLOOP | RAIN ON MY PARADE
@ THE HACKNEY SHOWROOM
19:30 (£12)
‘RAIN ON MY PARADE’ is an exploratoration of communism as cabaret and
an advocation of change via deluge. Rapidly cycling through every monsoon
the human heart has ever experienced she believes in that moment the
most vital of your organs bursts forth from your chest there is a new
unexplored common from which we can build a whole new order. RAIN ON
MY PARADE has evolved out of her last peice THE AWFUL JOURNEY, a 100
mile pilgramage in drag between Norwich and London; both of which share
a relentless sense of advance in the face of every prohibition.
SAT01APR
JOY AND DISSENT: DANIEL P CUNNINGHAM | SALVATION: SHAMANIC
STRIPTEASE @ THE HACKNEY SHOWROOM
21:00 (£12)
Salvation: Shamanic Striptease exposes Daniel’s body, voice and memories
as a healing process extended to audiences. It uses ‘black’ and ‘white’
movement vocabularies to interrogate his white African identity.The legacies
of Apartheid and Mandela’s Rainbow Nation flow through him where they
intercept his queer sexuality.
SAT01APR
FOOD PORN @ DEPTFORD CINEMA
19:00–22:00
Pornographic connotation of western’s favourite ingredients and overly
exaggerated and widely used hash-tag #foodporn portraying a contrasting
balance between popular social media trend and no so instagrammable
food, ever since avocado took the rein in the online food chain.
Previously exhibited in Ljubljana, Slovenia, the #foodporn exhibition is
moving to Deptford Cinema in April.
SAT01APR
LIFE ROOM: ANATOMY OF A DOLL @ THE ROYAL ACADEMY
Cathie Pilkington RA’s reappropriation of the doll calls into question the
figurative tradition in art. See her latest project in a unique space where the
depiction of the human body has been explored across the centuries.
SAT01APR + THU06APR
To Die Like A Man @ BFI
20:30 (£12.10 / £8.80)
With echoes of Fassbinder’s In A Year With 13 Moons, Portuguese
provocateur João Pedro Rodrigues (O Fantasma, The Ornithologist) tells
the melancholic tale of Tonia, a disillusioned drag performer lamenting the
disappointments in her life. Laced with surrealist touches and a mischievous
streak of dry humour, Rodrigues’ otherworldly melodrama is a richly
rewarding study of heartache and the painful process of self-discovery.
SUN02APR & MON03APR
JOY AND DISSENT: TWO TONGUE THEATRE | BOYS CLUB
@ THE HACKNEY SHOWROOM
19:30 (£12)
A gender bending satire on inequality. Jules and Jo deliver a testosteronefuelled routine of farcical dances and macho flirting in this dark yet playful
show.
Some girls will do anything to get on stage, this is Boys Club!
MON03APR / MON10APR/ MON24APR
JONNY WOO’S EAST LONDON LECTURE @ THE GLORY
20:00 – 22:00
Jonny Woo brings his verbatim lecture to his own bar The Glory. Adapted
for this unique limited run, get up close and personal as Jonny channels
his contemporaries from 1995 as they tell the stroy of how Shoreditch
went from sleepy back water to the coolest spot in town. A lively eastender
named Jim provieds an upbeat counter-narrative in this surprising show
which sheds new light on the debate surroudning gentrification in East
London.
MON03APR
BRITISH INTERVENTION | THE AGE OF CONSEQUENCE
@ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
21:00 (£12)
2017. Broken Britain. Brexit Britain. Poles murdered in the streets.
Politicians murdered for political critique. Racism and hatred running in full
flow, peddled by an establishment to and fro. 4 British performance artists
from England attempt to examine and respond to how we ended up in such
a desolate state.
British Intervention is a postdramatic performance collective that creates
cross-platform performance art in relation to socio-political dynamics and
identity politics in 21st century contemporary Britain. We are the resistance.
TUE04APR
JOY AND DISSENT: FRINGE! PRESENTS RAPTUROUS RUPTURES
@ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
20:00 – 22:00
Lock up your gender binaries! Performers and drag artistes Victoria Sin, Dr
Sharon Husbands, Glamrou La Denim and Georgeous Michael invite you
to an evening of joyous performance and getting up to no good with some
shorts sprinkled in. Rapture awaits. [Image: Victoria Sin]
TUE04APR
WHAT IF I TOLD YOU @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:15
Throughout Pauline’s life, people have made assumptions about her based
on her gender, background and race. She’s defied these expectations at
every turn, tearing up the narrative that society tried to impose on her.
WED05APR
JOY AND DISSENT: THE O SHOW | KILLER CONVERSATION
@ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
19:00 – 22:00
Are you shy? Do you dread small talk? Are you aching to come out of your
shell? If you answered ‘yes’ to any of the above, then you are the target
audience for this episode of The O Show!
‘Killer Conversations’ will uncover and trial shyness-defying, confidence
boosting methods for talking to strangers, whether your aim is to find sex,
love, friendship, or simply to lubricate social bonds in the age of internetinduced isolation. This show reflects Oriana’s deeply held belief that
candour, openness and stunning choreography are needed more than
ever in today’s socially and politically fractured society.
WED05APR
SEX WITH THE LIGHTS ON @ THE MARLBOROUGH PUB & THEATRE
(BRIGHTON)
Sexual healing for every gender.
Five days celebrating sex at The Marlborough Pub & Theatre.
Kinky Life Drawing Wed 5th April 7:30pm ~ £5
CUNT QUIZ Thurs 6th April 8.30pm ~ £2
The Talk Mish Grigor Thurs 6th April – Fri 7th April 7pm ~ £7/£5
Fuck Gender – a Queer Sex Workshop Sat 8th April 2pm – 6pm ~ £12/£10
Queer Conscious Orgasms Workshop Sun 9th April 2pm – 6pm ~ £12/£10
WED05APR – SUN01OCT
QUEER BRITISH ART 1861–1967 @ TATE BRITAIN
(£16.50/£13.10)
Featuring works from 1861–1967 relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans
and queer (LGBTQ) identities, the show marks the 50th anniversary of
the partial decriminalisation of male homosexuality in England. Queer
British Art explores how artists expressed themselves in a time when
established assumptions about gender and sexuality were being questioned
and transformed.With paintings, drawings, personal photographs and film
from artists such as John Singer Sargent, Dora Carrington, Duncan Grant
and David Hockney the diversity of queer British art is celebrated as never
before. [Image: Gluck (Hannah Gluckstein) Self-Portrait 1942]
WED05APR – THU06APR
FABRIZIO TERRANOVA: DONNA HARAWAY: STORY TELLING FOR
EARTHLY SURVIVAL @ TATE MODERN
Donna Haraway’s groundbreaking work in science, technology, gender
and trans-species relationships over the last four decades is marked by
her deep commitments to feminism and environmentalism. Refusing to
distinguish between humans and animals and machines, she proposed
new ways of understanding our world that challenge normative structures
and boundaries. Her approach to writing is equally distinct, breaking with
prevailing trends in theory by embracing narrative techniques in painting
a rebellious and hopeful future. [Image: Fabrizio Terranova Donna Haraway:
Story Telling for Earthly Survival 2016, film still.]
THU06APR
TALK: WHAT HAPPENED IN 1917? – (NO) SEX IN THE USSR?
1917 AND SEXUAL LIBERATION @ CALVERT 22 FOUNDATION
21:00
The Russian Revolution brought with it the decriminalisation of male
homosexuality and female prostitution, the introduction of secular marriage
and access to sexual health and abortion… But what was the real impact
on the lives of men and women? This panel will discuss how sex, gender
and politics were transformed by new attitudes following 1917, and what
connections we can see with present day attitudes and struggles for
personal and sexual freedoms.
THU06APR
BOOK LAUNCH & TALK: GIRL ON GIRL
@ THE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ GALLERY
18.00 - 20.00
Please join us for the launch of Girl on Girl, the first in-depth study of
contemporary photography by women who are united by their exploration
of the female subject. The book is published by Laurence King Publishing.
[Image: Girl on Girl - Maisie Cousins]
FRI07APR – FRI14APR
THE PROBLEM WITH HAVING A BODY/ IS THAT IT ALWAYS NEEDS TO
BE SOMEWHERE @ THE APPROACH
Across generations and geographical and political contexts, the artists
in this group exhibition share a concern with the way the female body
occupies, structures and integrates with its surrounding space. The problem
with having a body / is that it always needs to be somewhere will suggest
correlations and reciprocities between the practices of Heidi Bucher, Kiki
Kogelnik, Zilia Sánchez and Ana Vieira in the 1960s and 1970s and recent
work by Alexandra Bircken, Juliana Cerqueira Leite, Paul Maheke and B.
Ingrid Olson. Methods of casting and the direct contact between the body
and the material are prevalent in the exhibition, exploring the human
scale, performativity and spatiality through movement and physical labour.
[Image: Paul Maheke]
FRI07APR
JOY AND DISSENT: JOY! SHORTS @ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
19:30 (£12)
Artists and companies respond to the provocation of Joy & Dissent
Ckin2U & Chloé LaGucci & Alex Lenkemz | Werq in Progress
Dalston Ballet
Thomas Körtvélyessy | medvetánc [bear dance] degrees of (in)tangiblity :
Savage
Alessandro Marzotto Levy | Slit Smile
Josh Spear | Planet: Dysphoria
Joé de Vivre | Motherland
The House of Strays | Everything in Between
[Image: Ckin2U & Chloé LaGucci & Alex Lenkemz | Werq in Progress]
FRI07APR – SUN18JUN
GETA BRĂTESCU: THE STUDIO: A TIRELESS, ONGOING SPACE @
CAMDEN ARTS CENTRE
Concerned with identity and dematerialisation, Brătescu conjures questions
of ethics and femininity through her longstanding curiosity in mythical
and literary figures, including Aesop, Faust, Beckett and Medea. These
concepts have underlain much of her work through experiments in material
rearrangements, charting the movement of her hands, the disappearance or
concealment of her own image, and performing to the camera through her
photographic series and films.
Her exhibition will focus on this lifelong approach to the studio as a
performative, contemplative and critical space to reflect on one’s own
position in the world.
FRI07APR
FRIDAY LATE SPECTACULAR: MACHO? @ THE WELCOME COLLECTION
19:00-23:00 (free /booking required)
Explore the delicate art and complex science of masculinity. What does it
mean to be manly? Can we pin masculinity down, dissect it, understand it?
Celebrate those who resist, rewrite and reimagine masculinity with expert
drag kings, testosterone-fuelled games and some of London’s finest male
choirs. Take part in vital conversations about violence, men and mental
health and meet the people helping the next generation find their own
versions of manhood.
FRI07APR
FEMALE SEXUALITY AND THE MALE GAZE @ THE NATIONAL GALLERY
11:00–17:00 (£27.14)
Join London Drawing Group for a day-long workshop held in the National
Gallery that questions the role of female sexuality in painting, explores
the nuance of the nude and how the male gaze has permeated notions of
female sexuality throughout history. The day will begin with a guided tour
around some of the National Gallery’s most dazzling nudes, with in-situ
discussions and talks concerning the stories behind the stares. Throughout
the day you will be guided through this topic by a series of drawing exercises
and techniques that aim to explore the power of the gaze.
SAT08APR
EVERYONE FOR THEMSELVES: A DISCUSSION ABOUT SOCIAL LIVES
@ TATE MODERN
14.00–16.00 (£12)
Join us for a discussionabout social lives and social spaces. This panel
featuring Wolfgang Tillmans, Anna Minton, Charlie Dark and Dan Hancox,
considers the global disappearance of social spaces where subcultures or
behaviours considered outside the norm are able to thrive.We question
why their histories are being ignored and communities allowed to be
forgotten. Exploring what pockets of freedom still exist for people to express
themselves, unregulated by policy or urban planning, our speakers consider
the ways we can celebrate physical and cultural originality.
A short video provocation from artists Hannah Quinlan and Rosie Hastings
will open the discussion.
SAT08APR
JOY AND DISSENT: JOY! SHORTS: PART 2 @ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
19:00 (£12)
Artists and companies respond to the provocation of Joy & Dissent
Antonio de la Fe | CRY (a durational performance)
Nick Field | Work Play (extract)
Vivian Chinasa Ezugha | Maasai more than man more than colour
Marikiscrycrycry | SAD KING
Thomas Körtvélyessy | medvetánc [bear dance] degrees of (in)tangiblity: Savage
Marikiscrycrycry | $elfie$” [Image]
SUN09APR
NAKED BOYS READING: WOOLF (BRUNCH)
@ ACE HOTEL LONDON SHOREDITCH
13:00 – 17:00 (£35)
Naked Boys Reading brings you a unique brunch experience dedicated to
Virginia Woolf. Curated by Dr Arturo Sanchez Garcia.
Our brunch includes a three-course meal prepared to the Bloomsbury
Groups’s specifications as laid out in the “The Bloomsbury Cookbook.”
SUN09APR
THE EMBERS COLLECTIVE @ HACKNEY ATTIC
19:00 (£10)
Pagan folklore is filled with stories of strong, fighting women and goddesses.
Join the Embers Collective tonight for a celebration and exploration of these
‘Women Warriors’.
In the British Isles, prior to the arrival of Christianity, women were
worshipped as the harbingers of all life and were allowed to bear arms and
become Druids. They were treated as men’s equals and were honoured as
much for their minds as for their bodies.
WED12APR
ANEMONES AND LOVERS @ COB GALLERY
PV 18:00
Young British painter Faye Wei Wei graduated from the Slade School of Fine
Art in the summer of 2016. Her bold, poetic works revolve around religious
iconography and classical myth, centring on love rituals and the theatricality
of masculine and feminine tropes.
WED12APR
ARTIST TALK: SONIA BOYCE @ ICA
18:30 – 19:30
ICA exhibiting artist Sonia Boyce is in conversation with art historian Sophie
Orlando discussing her work on the occasion of the exhibition ‘We move in
her way’.
A new body of work created especially for the ICA, ‘We move in her way’ is a
multi-media installation is built from the filming and documentation of an
open-ended live performance in which play and playfulness prompted a
breakdown of assumed order between performers and audience.
WED12APR
LIPSYNC 1000: GRAND FINAL @ THE GLORY
20:00
Jonny Woo is on the hunt for new talent!
Yes, The Glory’s juggernaut drag lip-sync battle is back for 2017. Once again
the same rules apply, 8 heats , one final and one prize of £1000. But this
time Jonny Woo is back in the driving seat as your host and he is on the look
out for new drag talent (men or women & everyone inbetween) to be part of
his and The Glory’s project for this year and beyond.
THU13APR
BETWEEN THE LINES @ ESPACIO GALLERY
PV 18:00
Between the Lines: A spontaneous, brave and audacious exploration
of women and femininity. An amazing showcase of pure art inspired
by dreams, dramas, history, fiction, muses, myths and realities of our
contemporary world.
FRI14APR
LGBTQI+ REFUGEES IN GREECE BENEFIT PARTY @ VFD
22:00 – LATE (FREE BEFORE 11PM // £5 AFTER)
Alliance of Queers Against Borders and Boredom are throwing an inclusive
non hierarchical BENEFIT PARTY in solidarity with the collective Lgbtqi+
Refugees in Greece
FRI14APR
KNICKERBOCKER GOOD FRIDAY | FEAT. JONSMITH @ THE YARD
22:00 – LATE (£5 // £7)
“HALLELUJAH”. We’re back for a bank holiday sesh on Good Friday thank
God*. Spring will have sprung, little chicks will have hatched, hot cross buns
in the oven and you can lay all the creme eggs on the dancefloor you like.
We’re thrilled to be presenting a full set from the brilliant johnsmith, one
of our favourite artists in the UK right now. Starting promptly at 23.30, you
really don’t want to miss it. PLUS it might even be warm enough for some
arts + crafts in the smoking area.
THU20APR
PRECARIOUS DECADES, ARTIST SALOTE TAWALE IN CONVERSATION
WITH CURATOR LAURA CASTAGNINI @ INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
VISUAL ARTS
18:30
The ‘Precarious Decades’ series will examine strategies of hope and
subversion through collaboration and allegiance. These were marked out as
decisive ways of working for artists and curators, committed to interrogating
questions around race and gender in the post-war period of the 20th
century.
FRI21APR – SUN11JUN
56 ARTILLERY LANE @ RAVEN ROW
For this exhibition ‘home’ is imagined as a space for social, sexual and
political agency, and ‘the domestic’ as a stage on which kinship and self
are formed and transformed through acts of love, cruelty and indifference.
[Image: Fenixº installation at Dartington, 1980]
FRI21APR
BLACK ART AND ACTIVISM @ THE ROYAL ACADEMY
18:30 – 19:45 (£12/£6)
Join artists Sonia Boyce RA, Dr Kimathi Donkor and Jacob V Joyce, Tate
Modern curator Zoe Whitley and arts practitioner and academic Dr Michael
McMillan as they discuss whether black artists today are expected to
challenge global and national issues of race and representation.
[Kimathi Donkor, Under Fire: the Shooting of Cherry Groce, 2005]
FRI21APR – SUN30APR
NASTY WOMEN: CAMBRIDGE SISTERS @ ARTWORKS, CAMBRIDGE
18:00
This group exhibition serves to demonstrate solidarity among artists
who identify with being a Nasty Woman in the face of threats to roll back
women’s rights, individual rights, LGBTQ+ rights, refugee and immigrant
rights.
MON24APR-SUN14MAY
HOTBED FESTIVAL @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
Let’s talk about sex, baby. We live in a world saturated with sexual imagery
– but how often do we talk about sex as it’s really felt, experienced or
imagined? And why is theatre so seldom a part of that conversation?
Hotbed is CPT’s brand new festival of sex: three weeks of adventurous
performance guaranteed to expand your carnal knowledge. From the
ubiquity of porn to the secrets of your sexual fantasies, from a celebration
of sex-positivity to the difficulties of representing sex onstage, this twentyone night stand lays bare sex, 2017-style.
TUE25APR
GIMME, GIMME, GIMME MORE: LOVE! @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00
An intimate, funny, audience-collaborative show exploring the perils
of desire, sex and digital dating. MetaPlay have devised a suitably
inappropriate show discussing the perils of ‘amour de text’, kinkiness and
the vagaries of female desire in middle age.
TUE25APR
CONTEXTUAL LECTURE: A CITY OF WOMEN BUT NOT ALWAYS FOR US:
LONDON 1817 - 2017 @ THE DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY
22:30
Baudelaire’s flaneur - the definitive person at home in the city - was a male
person. Both at the time of Baudelaire and in the many decades after him
the relationship of women to ‘the city’ has become a problematic and in
many cases a political matter. This is curious since the ‘modern’ and the very
nature of ‘modernity’ are both usually associated with the emancipation of
women. This lecture will discuss the many ways in which access to the city,
and what we define as ‘the city’, has in the past one hundred and fifty years
been gendered.
TUE25APR – SUN30APR
NIC GREEN: COCK AND BULL @ SOUTHBANK CENTRE LONDON
19:30 (£15)
Nic Green with Rosana Cade and Laura Bradshaw will perform Cock and Bull
for a 6 night run at Southbank Centre London.
Originally conceived for the eve of the 2015 UK general election, Cock and
Bull explores power, voice, agency and sustainability, using the most heard
phrases from Conservative government rhetoric. Their aim: to dismantle
and redress the dominant messages in politics, and the lack of meaning
within.
WED26APR
LECTURE BY PROFESSOR DAVID GETSY
@ QUEEN MARY’S UNIVERSITY
Please join us for a public lecture by Professor David Getsy, the HSS
Distinguished Visiting Fellow in the Department of Drama at Queen Mary.
It is the second event organised by Sexual Cultures Research Group
Title: ‘The Emotional Nature of the Number of Inches Between: Body
Language, Sexuality, and Affectual Transfer in Scott Burton’s Behavior
Tableaux of the 1970s’
WED26APR – SAT27MAY
SARAH BAYLISS: THE DITHERING @ SPACE INBETWEEN
Sarah Bayliss uses performance to camera, objects, sound and documented
moments that form visual and written experiments, studies and larger
works. From these, Bayliss constructs layered installations and live events
with varying degrees of interrelation between elements and multiple entry
points into the work. Her practice explores relations between body, object
and environment. Sarah Bayliss lives and works in London.
THU27APR
POWER, SUBCULTURES & QUEER STAGES @ QUEEN MARY
UNIVERSITY
18:00
The symposium ‘Power, Subcultures & Queer Stages’ examines the
relationship between sexual identity and style, camp and spectacle,
cultural appropriation and genderfuck, live art and activism. Redressing
the hierarchy between what counts as ‘high’ art and worthy of art historical
inclusion, the symposium will be looking at the contemporary history of
queer visibility and invisibility in public spaces, as well as current queer live
art, club culture and drag performance. Throughout the presentations, we
will explore the connections between the performance of sexuality and the
performance of style, as well as how communities of affect, dissidence and
resistance have been preserved and gained visibility through the creative
expressions of those that constitute them.
Presentations by:
Daniel Lismore, Jonny Woo, La Erreria (House of Bent), Malik Nashad Sharpe
and keynote lecture by Dr. Shaun Cole, Associate Dean and Course Director
at London College of Fashion.
This event is part of the live art club night and multi-disciplinary exhibition
Deep Trash: Royal Trash taking place on Saturday 29 April 2017 at Bethnal
Green Working Men’s Club. [Image: Malik Nashad Sharpe]
THU27APR
ALIA SYED: RECENT WORKS @ THE WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
19:00 (£9.50/£7.50)
Making films since 1986, acclaimed artist Alia Syed’s recent works combine
her interest in storytelling with a compelling presentation of history as visual
narrative. Her unique approach connects different subjective positions in
relation to culture, diaspora, and location. Followed by an artist’s Q&A.
THU27APR
KATE COOPER @ VITRINE
PV 18:30 – 21:00
A solo exhibition of London and Amsterdam-based artist Kate Cooper
whose work reflects critically on the rapid development of digital media,
performativity of gender, and representations of femininity.
SAT29APR
DEEP TRASH: ROYAL TRASH @ BETHNAL GREEN WORKING MAN’S
CLUB
19:30 – 02:00 (£8/10)
Dukes and Countesses, Earls and Baronesses, Kings and Queens and all the
drag in between (and beyond)… grab your diamonds and tiaras and come
along to royal trash for a night of pompous debauchery! For your exclusive
amusement, we unveil our cabinets of curiosities and offer you a spectacle
of high class divertissement: expect haute couture fantasies, aristocratic
mannerisms and vulgarities, subversive gender-bending telenovelas,
exercises in (un)Britishness, beauty pageants and drama queens, voguing
sessions, Trans-Coronations and a dethroning of the great white male… With
guest of honour ‘Un-Royal Variety’ star Jonny Woo!
Deep Trash is a one night only exhibition-cum-performance-club-night
featuring live performances, installations, artworks, visuals and videos
spread over 3 floors by over 40 artists in East London’s Bethnal Green
Working Men’s Club. #deeptrash
For the Royal Trash episode, the venue will be open from 7:30pm, with a 1
hour curated screening on loop, an exhibition area, interactive installations
and performances. We will start the night with sexy and sassy electro/
house music beats by Julian Von Petrovosky and end with Vogue ballroom
‘realness’ by Jay Jay Revlon. Dressing up (or dressing off) encouraged!
SAT29APR
#SEXPOSITIVE @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
18:00
A political statement on sex with points illustrated with real stories
from individuals. Involving highly skilled and experienced European sex
educators, this event will be interactive with the audience – asking them to
question gender bias, language and representations of sexuality in daily life.
The crux of the piece is the definition of sex positive within our world today.
SAT29APR
DEFENDING PROGRESSIVISM @ CONWAY HALL
09:00 – 17:00 (£5)
Organised by Conatus News and Culture Project (and sponsored by the
NSS and BHA) Defending Progressivism is an unprecedented day-long
conference focussing on defending social-progressivism (LGBT Rights,
Feminism, Environmentalism, Secularism, Irreligiosity, etc.) held in the
famed Conway Hall. Not only showcasing some of the most significant
challenges to social progressivism through distinguished panel-discussions,
individual talks, stalls and book sales, but some of the greatest minds in
activism today will exchange views concerning such crucibles and how we,
as social-progressives, can begin to get a foothold in opposition to redress
them.
SAT29APR
ANNABELSZKI: PROFESSIONAL BREAK-UP ARTIST @ HACKNEY ATTIC
19:30 (£10)
Share one woman’s journey through the highs, lows and downright hilarity
of the eternal scramble to seek, find, and inevitably lose, the woman of your
dreams. Be taken by the hand and gently guided through the ridiculous
scenarios that the search for love and Ms Right (or just a good hard... )
can entail.

SUN30APR
IMPURE BOOK LAUNCH @ THE GLORY
18:00-20:00
The UK Launch of IMPURE will be a fun event, featuring live performance
and videos of recent live actions and gender bending shows by queer arts
collective La Erreria (House of Bent), based in Spain.
IMPURE is a bilingual book (English/Spanish) which experiments
with publishing techniques and formats fusing art with jewellery,
performance with fashion and photography with literature. IMPURE
is an in depth documentation of the transdisciplinary art practice of
Anna Maria Staiano in collaboration with a host of queer/trans/feminist
artists, photographers, performers, writers, curators and activists.

STILL SHOWING
TILL SUN02APR
CONFRONTING RAPE CULTURE: EXHIBITION @ MUSEUM OF FUTURES
Confronting Rape Culture proudly presents our first contemporary art exhibition showing work from over 40 international
artists. Through a range of multi-media works, the show discusses how normalized misogynistic and sexist behaviors provide
the foundations for domestic abuse, rape, and systematic oppression.
TILL SUN02APR
BMW TATE LIVE EXHIBITION: TEN DAYS SIX NIGHTS @ TATE MODERN
Situated in the Tanks, the first BMW Tate Live Exhibition brings together an intergenerational selection of artists that have
been invited to stage their work as a space that extends a form of hospitality or community, to other artists and visitors alike.
The artists create images of networks and forms of participation that link natural environment with social media, organic and
technological, human and non-human.
TILL SUN02APR
ART NOW RACHEL MACLEAN: WOT U :-) ABOUT? @ TATE BRITAIN
Rachel Maclean is a Glasgow-based multi-media artist who creates artificial visions using green-screen technology. Within her
fantastical settings Maclean parodies fairy tales, children’s television programmes, beauty product advertising, internet videos,
and pop culture playing all the extravagantly costumed characters herself. At once seductive and nightmarish, glossy and
grotesque, her films destabilise power dynamics and consumer desires.
TILL SUN02APR
BEING ME @ RICH MIX
‘Being Me’ is a photography exhibition exploring identity by Yunus Amin, Nasrin Ali, Christopher Thomas, Charlie Hoadley,
Akash Hossain, Sayeid Shahriyar and Rashidul Nihal Islam; who are all students at Morpeth school. The exhibition follows
series of workshops by Drik, led by Shahidul Alam.
TILL THU06APR
BENJAMIN SABASTIAN – BECOMING A CONSTELLATION @ SPACE 7 GALLERY
20:00
Becoming Constellation is a period of research and development by artist/curator Benjamin Sebastian. A work in progress,
Becoming Constellation is an exploration of queer narrative production – or – what it feels like to live through queerness and
make new worlds.
TILL SAT08APR
NICOLE MORRIS: SISTERS @ THE SPACE INBETWEEN
Space In Between is delighted to present the second gallery solo show of London-based artist Nicole Morris. Titled Sisters this
body of new work explores ideas of growing up as a girl whilst, at the same time, growing up in an urban environment – looking at public development alongside that of human growth.
TILL SAT08APR
#51% REMEMBER HER @ TOWER GALLERY
Launching on International Womenʼs Day Wednesday March 8th #51%RememberHer references London’s 51 per cent female
population and is the inaugural exhibition of over 100 women artists featuring sculpture, painting, animation, installation, photography, drawing, performance, graffiti, spoken word, history walks, talks and special events throughout the month.
TILL SUN09APR
SALOMANIA @ HUNDRED YEARS GALLERY
The title ‘Salomania’ refers to the 20th century stereotype of the Femme Fatale embodied in the film noir classics of early
cinema. Both artists are concerned with finding visual narratives – or at least settings – for female characters who – although
exerting a deep fascination for the viewer – are most usually seen as objects of pure fantasy, existing as a vessel for the viewer’s own desires and fantasies…
TILL THU13APR
MAGGI HAMBLING: EDGE @ MARLBOROUGH FINE ART
New paintings and sculpture by Maggi Hambling, who is widely regarded as one of Britain’s most significant and controversial
artists. Hambling’s work offers a counterweight to the careful irony and self-conscious allusion of much contemporary art, demanding a direct and unmediated encounter with the viewer. These new works succeed in convincing us that we are present
at, and indeed become part of, their making. We are “on the edge”, confronted by the fragility of existence, both ours and
that of the planet. In the series, polar icecaps melt, Hamlet questions, and human vulnerability is continually – and viscerally –
expressed.
TILL SUN16APR
HELEN JOHNSON: WARM TIES @ ICA
Warm Ties is a solo exhibition of Australian artist Helen Johnson, in collaboration with Artspace, Sydney. Johnson weaves and
overlays historical and contemporary signifiers creating points of tension and reflection through the medium of painting. In
this exhibition, the complex colonial relationship between Australia and Britain is dealt with on the level of the body, using
large-scale paintings mounted to a structure that zigzags through the space.
TILL SUN16APR
SONIA BOYCE: WE MOVE IN HER WAY @ ICA
Sonia Boyce presents a new body of work created especially for the ICA. We move in her way involves the exploratory vocal
and movement performances of Elaine Mitchener, Barbara Gamper and her dancers Eve Stainton, Ria Uttridge and Be van
Vark, with an invited audience. A multi-media installation has been generated from the documentation of their open-ended
live performance. The title of the work suggests two possible readings: that ‘she’ dictates our movements; or that we obstruct
‘hers’, with both interpretations suggesting power is at play.
TILL SAT22APR
LUCY MCCORMICK: TRIPLE THREAT @ SOHO DOWNSTAIRS
19:30 (£12)
Casting herself in all the main roles, Lucy attempts to reconnect to her own moral conscience by re-enacting the New Testament via a nu-wave holy trinity of dance, power ballads and absurdist art.
TILL SAT22APR
MAKING JAMAICA: PHOTOGRAPHY FROM THE 1890S @ RIVINGTON PLACE
From the 1890s onwards, domestic and international firms photographed the people, architecture and landscape of Jamaica.
Many of these original Victorian prints and lantern slides have never been shown in the UK.
TILL SAT22APR
MUSEUM OF TRANSOLOGY @ FASHION SPACE GALLERY
The Museum of Transology is the largest and boldest display of trans artefacts and photographic portraiture ever displayed in
the UK. This highly intimate exhibition will challenge the idea that gender is fixed, binary and biologically determined by exploring how the artefacts helped fashion self-shaped gender identities.
TILL SUN23APR
RICHARD MOSSE: INCOMING @ THE BARBICAN, CURVE GALLERY
Classed as part of advanced weapons systems under International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), Mosse has been using
this export controlled camera against its intended purpose, to create an artwork about the refugee crisis unfolding in the
Aegean Sea, off the coast of Libya, in Syria, the Sahara, the Persian Gulf, and other locations.
TILL SUN23APR
CASEBOOKS: SIX CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS AND AN EXTRAORDINARY MEDICAL ARCHIVE @ AMBIKA
Ambika P3 and the Casebooks Project at the University of Cambridge present CASEBOOKS, a major exhibition engaging with
one of the largest surviving sets of medical records in history. The manuscripts document some 80,000 medical consultations,
and are testament to the preoccupations of patients with questions of health, disease, fertility, stability and their place within
wider natural and supernatural schemes.
TILL SAT29APR
GUY REID: MAN WALKING @ MOCA LONDON
Reid asks us to question belief systems that go right back to the beginning of human consciousness, including a belief in art
and in making. His skills as a craftsman and an artist open the work for each viewer to cast their own meaning to these vulnerable, naked men, who might stand in for each and every one of us, regardless of sex, gender or orientation.
TILL SAT29APR
WHITE PEOPLE THINK I’M RADICAL @ ARCADIA MISSA
The exhibition is the friendship the friendship is the exhibition. Arcadia Missa presents an exhibition of new works by artists
Hamishi Farah and Aria Dean. The two artists, working in different modes and mediums and living across the globe from each
other, approach the problems, possibilities, and violences of portraiture.
TILL SAT29APR
MARIA LASSNIG: A PAINTING SURVEY, 1950 – 2007 @ HAUSER AND WIRTH
Spanning work made from the 1950s to the end of the artist’s life, this survey traces Maria Lassnig’s evolution from early
experiments with abstraction to a richly inventive figuration and the refinement of her ‘body awareness’ paintings, in which she
captured physical sensation as felt from within.
TILL SAT06MAY
NATHALIE DJURBERG & HANS BERG @ LISSON GALLERY
Djurberg and Berg’s latest claymation film, Delights of an Undirected Mind (2016), is a cinematic stream of consciousness
that follows the dreams of a young girl. Accompanied by a new soundtrack composed by Hans Berg, the dream-like sequence
features a multitude of distorted characters, who engage in seemingly innocent activities yet generally display infantile and
suggestive behaviour.
TILL SAT13MAY
PROJECT SPACE: SOHEILA SOKHANVARI, PARADISE LOST @ JERWOOD SPACE
New work by Soheila Sokhanvari, a series of 20 framed drawings on paper in crude oil and gold . Born in Iran and now living in
London, these works draw on Soheila Sokhanvari’s personal history in order to explore how political events in the Middle East
might have wider implications in the West.
TILL SUN21MAY
SPEAK: TANIA BRUGUERA, DOUGLAS GORDON, LAURE PROUVOST AND CALLY SPOONER
@ SERPENTINE SACKLER GALLERY
The artists in Speak each extend and update Latham’s radical world view with their own sense of urgency. The Sackler will be
a transformed space with an installation of video, light, sound and sculpture in the Powder Rooms, and, in the gallery, a bid for
Cuban presidency and a composition of drawings, sound and a single live body. Each artist explores language as a medium for
action, exchange and disruption.
TILL SAT27MAY
VRON WARE 13 DEAD, NOTHING SAID @ GOLDSMITHS
Vron Ware’s photographs documenting the Black People’s Day of Action (1981) will be on public display for the first time in this
free exhibition.
The images record an important moment of cultural resistance in post-war Britain’s history of community organising.
TILL SAT27MAY
TWO FOLD @ CHISENHALE DANCE
Twofold is a festival of duet work. TwoFold is an opportunity to mark the conclusion of the series by sharing all the projects
made, alongside duet collaborations by other artists, a symposium on issues around working in pairs, and workshops.
TILL SUN28MAY
ANE HJORT GUTTU, MARY REID KELLEY WITH PATRICK KELLEY: ARTISTS’ FILM INTERNATIONAL @ THE
WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
In How to Become a Non-Artist (2007), Ane Hjort Guttu (b. 1971, Norway) looks at small arrangements of everyday objects
by her four year-old son and offers an in-depth commentary about these inadvertent works of art. Mary Reid Kelley (b. 1979,
USA) collaborates with her partner Patrick Kelley (b. 1969) on the stylised black and white video This is Offal (2016), an absurdist take on TV medical dramas in which the organs of a young woman’s body argue about the cause her death.
TILL MON29MAY
GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN: BEHIND THE MASK, ANOTHER MASK @ NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
The exhibition Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun: Behind the mask, another mask brings, together for the first time the work
of French Surrealist artist Claude Cahun and British contemporary artist Gillian Wearing.
TILL WED31MAY
FROM SELFIE TO SELF EXPRESSION @ SAATCHI GALLERY
Saatchi Gallery and Huawei have joined forces to offer artists, photographers, and enthusiasts around the globe a chance to
show their most creative selfies internationally, and have their work exhibited at The Saatchi Gallery as part of the #SaatchiSelfie competition.
TILL WED31MAY
DAVID HOCKNEY: FOURTEEN POEMS FROM CP CAVAFY @ THE BRITISH MUSEUM
This small display showcases a series of etchings by Hockney, published in 1967, that were inspired by the poet Constantine
Cavafy’s works – particularly those about love and desire between men.
TILL SUN04JUN
DEUTSCHE BÖRSE PHOTOGRAPHY FOUNDATION PRIZE 2017 @ THE PHOTOGRAPHER’S GALLERY
The artists shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize 2017 are Sophie Calle, Dana Lixenberg, Awoiska
van der Molen, and Taiyo Onorato and Nico Krebs. The winner will be announced at a special award ceremony during the
exhibition.
TILL SUN11JUN
WOLFGANG TILLMANS @ TATE MODERN
What are we to make of the world in which we find ourselves today? Contemporary artist Wolfgang Tillmans offers plenty of
food for thought. This is Wolfgang Tillmans’s first ever exhibition at Tate Modern and brings together works in an exciting variety of media – photographs, of course, but also video, digital slide projections, publications, curatorial projects and recorded
music – all staged by the artist in characteristically innovative style.
TILL SUN18JUN
REFUGEES: THE LIVES OF OTHERS @ BEN URI
Two exhibitions of works by German refugee artists.
Selected works by Eva Frankfurther (1930-1959) – Upper Gallery – Until 18 June 2017
German refugee artists to the UK since 1900 – Lower Galleries – Until 4 June 2017
TILL SUN09JUL
YOU ARE LOOKING AT SOMETHING THAT NEVER OCCURRED @ ZABLUDOWICZ
You Are Looking at Something That Never Occurred brings together artists who use photography as a tool with which to question the boundaries between past and present, the factual and the fictional. Drawing from the Zabludowicz Collection, works
produced over a 40 year period by 14 artists explore photography’s ability to suggest moments that are far from certain.
TILL SAT23SEP
MARC QUINN: DRAWN FROM LIFE @ SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM
Marc Quinn: Drawn from Life will see a series of ethereal fragmentary sculptures, made in collaboration with his partner, a
dancer, placed among the multiple antique casts and sculptures that fill the Museum. These new works, created from life
casts and fabricated in fibreglass, connect the classical language of the fragment to the present, revealing its resonance with
contemporary life.

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE SAT09APR
CALL FOR PAPERS: FAST FORWARD: WOMEN IN PHOTOGRAPHY – LITHUANIAN EDITION
@ NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART, VILNIUS, LITHUANIA
(3 – 4 NOVEMBER, 2017)
Building on the success of the Fast Forward conference at Tate Modern in 2015, co-organised by Tate, University for the Creative Arts (UCA) and Photography along with the Archive Research Centre (PARC) at University for the Arts London, Lithuanian
Photographers Association announces the 2nd edition of the Fast Forward conference in collaboration with UCA and UAL/
PARC to take place at the National Gallery of Art in Vilnius.
DEADLINE MON17APR
CALL FOR ARTISTS: NASTY WOMEN @ ARTWORKS, CAMBRIDGE
This group exhibition serves to demonstrate solidarity among artists who identify with being a Nasty Woman in the face of
threats to roll back women’s rights, individual rights, LGBTQ+ rights, refugee and immigrant rights.
In the spirit of resistance, this is a call for ARTISTS’ PLACARDS to be exhibited as part of a group show Nasty Women Cambridge Sisters.
For the exhibition, submit an A2 sized portrait text-based work. It can be made of card, paper or material.
DEADLINE SUN30APR
OPEN CALL FORM LFFF
London Feminist Film Festival is back for 2017, with its 5th edition of the festival!
Submit your film to LFFF2017.
DEADLINE SUN30APR
CALL FOR ARTISTS! BEAVER THE EXHIBITION BOOK PROJECT @ LIT RIOT PRESS
Seeking artists working in all disciplines for a book project, Beaver, that delves into the complexity of female sexual self-expression, pornography, and gender performance.
DEADLINE SUN30APR
CONFLICTED BODIES: FEMINIST AND QUEER RESPONSES TO MILITARISM AND VIOLENCE SINCE 1900
@ GOLDSMITHS, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON (30TH SEPTEMBER, 2017)
Keynote: Jasbir Puar (Rutgers University)
Organised by the Gender, Sexuality and Violence Research Network
Supported by the AHRC/ CHASE
How might logics of militarism, patriarchy and heteronormativity be enmeshed and interdependent? By the same token, how
might feminist, queer and pacifist politics draw on each other in the struggle for equality and against war? How do cultural
representations in the media, art and literature shape and normalise such heteronormative practices? In thinking through the
potential tensions and alliances between these ideologies, this conference seeks to reconsider the relations between gender,
sexuality and violence.
DEADLINE MON01MAY
QUEER LIVES PAST AND PRESENT: INTERROGATING THE LEGAL (29 NOVEMBER 2017)
@ BIRKBECK, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
2017 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the passing of the Sexual Offences Bill, which partially decriminalised male homosexual
acts in England and Wales. But what is the position of legal reform in the field of queer history? Above all, we are interested in
how the legal affected, and continues to affect, everyday queer lives.
DEADLINE FRI05MAY
FWSA STUDENT ESSAY COMPETITION
To encourage a new generation of feminist scholars, the FWSA sponsors an annual student essay competition for work which
is innovative, interdisciplinary and grounded in feminist theory and practice. The top seven entries will be judged by our
judging panel and will be published in the Journal of International Women’s Studies. In addition, the winner will receive a year’s
free FWSA membership.
DEADLINE SAT15MAY
OPEN CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS – CYPRUS PERFORMANCE ART WORKSHOP 2017 @ SENSORIUM SPACE
We are excited to announce the OPEN CALL for participation of this year’s Cyprus Performance Art Workshop 2017 entitled
‘::THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS:: and what Alice found there’, facilitated by two of the invited performance artists Dagmar I.
Glausnitzer-Smith (DE) and Francesco Kiais (IT/GR).
For more info visit our website.
DEADLINE MON19JUN
SUBMISSIONS FOR FRINGE! QUEER FILM & ARTS FEST 2017
We welcome shorts, features, fiction & docs created by, for, about, or of interest to gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer, trans* or
intersex people.

